The oscillator strengths and line widths of the Al i multiplet 3s 2 3/? 2 P°-3s3p 2 2 P at 176 nm were determined by the hook method in conjunction with absorption equivalent width measurements. The measured oscillator strengths agree well with the calculations of Kurucz and Peytremann. Autoionization is found to be the dominant decay channel for both the levels of the 3p 2 2 P term, with autoionizing widths of 4.0 and 0.87X10 10 s -1 for J-3/2 and 1 /2, respectively. The van der Waals scattering cross section for the Al l transition at 176.91 nm by He was found to be (1.3±0.3)X10 ~1 4 cm 2 at 2400 K. A solar spectrum calculation, centered at 176 nm, showed that the Al i features are possible diagnostic probes of solar non-LTE processes and the temperature structure of the lower chromosphere and temperature minimum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various autoionizing features in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectrum of neutral aluminum (A11) have been studied experimentally (Kozlov, Nikonova, and Startsev 1965; Kohl and Parkinson 1973; Roig 1976) and theoretically (Lin 1974; Kurucz and Peytremann 1975; LeDoumeuf et al 1975; Kuplyauskis and Kuplyauskene 1977) . The experimental work, with the exception of the uncontested results of Kozlov, Nikonova, and Startsev (1965) , has not included transitions from the 3s3p 2 2 P term. The energy levels and transitions to the ground term 3,s 2 3/? 2 P° of the term 3s3p 2 2 P have been thoroughly described in the Al i analysis by Eriksson and Isberg (1962) . The 3.S3/? 2 2 7 > 1/2 and 2^> 3/2 levels are narrow in comparison with other autoionizing levels because decay to iht 3s 2 ep 2 P° continuum is forbidden by parity conservation. Nevertheless, these levels do decay weakly to the 3s 2 es 2 S X/1 and 3s 2 ed 2 D 3/2 continua, respectively, as mediated by the two-electron operator of the Breit equation (Bethe and Salpeter 1957) .
In this paper we report our measurement of the radiative transition probabilities and Une widths of the multiplet 3s 2 3p 2 P°-3s3p 2 2 P at 176 nm and show that autoionization is the dominant decay channel. Our combined approach of hook method and equivalent width measurement to these autoionizing lines is the first such application of a procedure derived from the total absorption method of Penkin (1978) . Furthermore, the ^ow at NBS, Washington, D.C. observed variation of the line width with helium buffer gas pressure enabled us to evaluate the cross section for van der Waals broadening of the aluminum transition 3p 2 P 3 /2-3^2 2 P\/2 hy helium atoms. To establish the role of the Al i autoionizing features at 176 nm in the solar VUV spectrum, we used our measured values of the Al i oscillator strengths and Une widths, and solar model "C" of Vemazza, Avrett, and Loeser (1981) in a calculation of the solar spectrum between 176.25 nm and 176.95 nm. We compared the synthetic spectrum at 176 nm to the observed spectrum recorded by the rocket-borne spectrograph of Moe et al. (1976) . Although we are able to identify the Al i features satisfactorily, the insufficient spectral resolution of the NRL observations prevents any meaningful analysis of the line cores of these autoionizing features. It remains for future high resolution (0.001-0.003 nm) solar observations to exploit the possible diagnostic information in the emission cores of these Al i autoionizing transitions.
A description of the experiment follows in § II. The theory of the autoionizing Unes, relevant to our experiment, is in § III. In § IV we present our results. We conclude in § V with a discussion of the synthetic solar spectrum we have generated.
II. EXPERIMENT
Aluminum vapor was produced by introducing 0.5-3.5 g of solid aluminum into a resistively heated graphite furnace positioned in one arm of a vacuum MachZehnder interferometer. The furnace was operated at 198lApJ...248.1202L
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temperatures between 2300 and 2500 K with helium buffer gas pressures varied from 5 to 50 ton*. The furnace temperature was measured with an optical pyrometer calibrated to a standard lamp. A 3 m CzemyTumer spectrograph/spectrometer was used to photograph the spectrally dispersed interferograms (hook spectra) and to record photoelectrically the absorption spectrum of the Al i transitions, 3.s 2 3/? 2 P 0 -3s3p 2 2 P, between 176.3 and 176.9 nm. The continuum background source was a molecular hydrogen recombination lamp (Clarke and Garton 1959) . Our configuration of furnace, interferometer, spectrometer, and continuum source has been described elsewhere (Banfield et al. 1973; Smith et al. 1981) .
The hook spectra, centered at 176 nm, were recorded on Kodak 101-05 photographic plates. The entrance slit was 50 /a m wide, and the spectrometer dispersion was 0.133 nm mm -1 . Hook spectra were also recorded of the Al i resonance transitions 3p 2 P°-As 2 S at 394 and 396 nm. In this spectral region, a tungsten ribbon lamp was substituted as the source of background continuum. By recording hooked spectra of the Al i resonance lines before and after our observations of the Al i transitions at 176 nm, we thereby monitored the column density of atoms in the 3p 2 P° ground term. Because column densities changed only by 20% between these reference exposures, we linearly interpolated in time to obtain intermediary values of the column density. The absolute value for the column density was obtained by the hook method (Marlow 1967; Huber 1971) and by the use of the /-values for 3p 2 P°-As 2 S of Klose (1979) . The photoelectric recording of the optical absorption of aluminum vapor in the vicinity of the autoionizing Unes at 176 nm was accomphshed by blocking the reference beam in the interferometer and recording the intensity of the beam which traversed the furnace. Intensity recorded in this way represents absorption by the autoionizing lines after attenuation in the continuum background due to photoionization in aluminum vapor (cf. § III). It was, therefore, unnecessary to monitor the radiation incident upon the absorption cell in order to obtain information solely about the autoionization resonances. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) was an EMR 542-F with a 60 /a m by 1 cm slit aperture at the focal plane of the spectrometer. This aperture fixed the wavelength resolution at 0.001 nm. The spectrometer entrance sht width was 20 or 30 /Am. The signal from the PMT was observed with a Keithley electrometer and a strip chart recorder. Photoelectric scans were interspersed among hook spectra, which were recorded photographically near 395 nm to establish the aluminum vapor density. The equivalent widths (cf. § III) of the two well resolved autoionizing lines, 3p 2 P\/2~^P 2 2^3 /2 at 176.3 nm and 3p 2 Py2-'$P 2 2 P\/i at 176.9 nm, were determined by planimetry of the absorption profiles recorded photoelectrically. The areas, determined within a wavelength region ±0.1 nm either side of the maximum absorption, were measured independently by two observers to reduce subjective errors.
III. THEORY a) General Discussion
The cross section for absorption of radiation near an autoionizing line is given by Fano (1961) and Fano and Cooper (1965) as 
The quantity r is the optical depth attributable to the autoionizing transition. The equivalent width, W x , of a line is defined by
where the integration is carried out in the vicinity of the spectral Une. Assuming that the Doppler core of the Une may be neglected, an assumption which is justified in this experiment (Penner and Kavanagh 1953) , and also that the optical depth remains large many line widths from Une center, equation (3) can be integrated to yield
Here and f tj are the transition wavelength and oscillator strength, r 0 is e 2 /mc 2 , and e,m,c, and h have their usual meanings. We have defined y, = F, /h and 
The expression for /(p) may be integrated numerically and is accurately represented, for p<l, by the formula
For a transition from a level which does not autoionize, oo, a a ^>0, and p-*0, so that 7(0) In this limit the line profile is Lorentzian.
The utility of the results derived above depends upon our ability to satisfy experimentally the assumptions leading to equation (4), which are negligible line Doppler core and large optical depth many line widths from line center, and the simultaneous production of measurable hook spectra. These conditions translate into an appropriate balance between column density and oscillator strength. Measurement of the hook spectra yields and from W x we readily extract y,. The aluminum column density and oscillator strengths encountered in our experiment satisfactorily fulfilled these conditions. b) Application to the 3p 2 2 P Autoionizing Levels o/Al i To obtain y, from our measurements of W x , we must determine 7(p). A few words regarding a a , o h , and the computation of p are in order. The cross section o a is for photoionization to continua which interact with the autoionizing level; a b is the cross section for continua which do not. In our case the autoionizing levels, 2 7 > 1/2 and 2 / > 3 /2 , interact with the 2 S x/2 and 2 D 3/2 continua, respectively. To calculate p, we must determine o a for both autoionizing levels.
The total continuum cross section, o a +o b , has been measured by Kohl and Parkinson (1973) . An interpolation of their results to 176 nm gives a a +a¿, =(30±3) megabams. We estimate the ratio of the cross sections for photoionization to the 2 S and 2 D continua from results valid at longer wavelengths. Following Lin (1974) , we obtain these cross sections at threshold (207 nm) by extrapolating the /-values for the transition series 3p 2 P°-ns 2 S and 3p 2 P 0 -nd 2 D. The 2 S cross section is 0.02 times smaller than the 2 Z> cross section. Near the autoionizing resonances at 193 nm, the ratio of the 2 S and 2 D cross sections can also be obtained from both theory (LeDoumeuf et al 1975) and experiment (Kohl and Parkinson 1973) ; the average ratio calculated from these data is 0.019. Consequently, we find that for the 3p 2 2 P 3 /2 level which autoionizes to the 2 D 3/2 continuum, the cross section o a is 30 megabarns near 176 nm. For the 3p 2 2 P X / 2 level, which autoionizes to the 2 S continuum, we find o a =0.6 megabams near 176 nm. Both levels couple weakly to the continuum (cf. § I), so that q 2 » 1 and For the 3p 2 Py 2 -'3p 2 2 P\/ 2 transition, we observed A^^l^XlO 16 cm -2 and conclude that p<0.17 [cf. eq. (6)] and that 7(p) differs from777 by a negligible amount [cf. eq. (5')]. Thus, the correction to the equivalent width for autoionization is negligible. For the 3p 2 2 P 3 / 2 level, this is not the case. However, here the value of o a is accurately known, and the correction to the equivalent width is straightforward.
IV. RESULTS a) Oscillator Strengths
The oscillator strengths (/-values) of the four A1 1 transitions 3p 2 P°-3p 2 2 P at 176 nm were determined by hook method measurements from the spectra and are tabulated in column (4) of Table 1 . The uncertainties in our results reflect the scatter about the mean in determining the hook separation of each of the features at 176 nm (±3-10%) and in the determination of the absolute number density from the hook spectra of the Al i resonance Unes at 394 and 396 nm (±7-11%). For comparison we include in column (5) of Table 1 the theoretical results of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) . Not included in Table 1 are the earlier and incorrect results of Kozlov, Nikonova, and Startsev (1965) which are smaller by several orders of magnitude than our results and those of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) . Kuplyauskis and Kuplyauskene (1977) have calculated the total /-value of the A1 1 multiplet 3p 2 P°-3p 2 2 P using the dipole length form and the dipole velocity form of the oscillator strength. Their results of 1.37 and 0.69, respectively, disagree with our measured value of 0.86 ±0.08.
b) Line Widths
The theory outhned in § III is applicable in the approximation that collisional broadening may be neglected. Penkin and colleagues (Penkin 1978; Penkin and Shabanova 1977 ; and references cited therein) varied independently the buffer gas pressure and the number density of atoms under study to obtain the corrections for van der Waals and resonance broadening (Griem 1964). In our experiment it was practical to vary the He pressure, p, and A1 column density, AT , together. The widths, y j9 calculated from equation (4), were fitted to the equation b The absolute value of q assuming o a =0.6 megabams.
to obtain the unperturbed line width, y®. The coefficients a and ß were determined by a double regression fit (Bevington 1969) to our data, which involved six pairs of He pressures and A1 densities for the 3p 2 P? /2 -3p 2 2 P 3/2 transition, and seven pairs for the 3p 2 Py 2 -3/? 2 2 P\/2 transition. The quantity a was determined to be zero within experimental uncertainty for each transition and implied thereby that resonance broadening could be neglected. This conclusion is supported by the results of Penkin and Shabanova (1967) , which show that resonance broadening is of the order of 10 8 s -1 at comparable atom densities, and through a calculation using the hydrogenic formula given by Griem (1964) . We consequently performed a linear regression fit to our Une width data, using equation (8) with a=0. Our results of yf and ß for the two transitions are Usted in columns (6) and (7) of Table 1 . Our observed values of y, are plotted against p in Figure 1 along with the corresponding Unear regression fits.
The uncertainty in the individual values of y,, plotted in Figure 1 , arises principally from the measurement of the equivalent width W x . The area of a curve can be measured reproducibly with a planimeter to ±1%. However, variations in the output from the background continuum source, in addition to difficulty in determining the continuum level, lead us to estimate an overall uncertainty in the measured equivalent width of ±10%. Corrections to the Une widths for departures from a Lorentzian profile and for contributions in the Une wings, which amounted to 10-15%, induce less than 2% further uncertainty into W x . When the uncertainty in W x is further combined with the uncertainties in both the oscillator strength of the transition involved and the aluminum column density, the estimated overall uncertainties in the derived y 7 are approximately ±25%. The uncertainties given in columns (6) and (7) of Table 1 follow from the uncertainties in the Unear regression fits shown in Figure 1 , combined in quadrature with the uncertainties in/ 7 . Two additional quantities follow from the results of our fit of Une width to buffer gas pressure. The first quantity is the asymmetry parameter q, which is calculated directly from equation (7). The results for the Al i transitions at 176.29 and 176.91 nm are found in column (8) of Table 1 . It was impossible to detect asymmetry in the profile of the Une at 176.91 nm, and consequently only the absolute value of q was determined. The second quantity is the total, velocity-averaged, cross section for van der Waals broadening of an aluminum Une by the helium buffer gas. The van der Waals cross section, which we call o p , is related to the parameter ß thus (Unsold 1955) ,
where v is the relative velocity between the aluminum and helium atoms, k is Boltzmann's constant, 7" is the absolute temperature, and the angular brackets indicate the appropriate ensemble average. The velocity-averaged cross section (o p ) then follows from
For the 176.91 nm hne we find (ua /7 ) = (4.8± 1.3)X 10 -9 cm 3 s _1 and (o^) = (1.3±0.3)X10" 14 cm 2 at 2400 K.
c) Autoionization versus Radiative Decay
The total natural width of each autoionizing line is the sum of the radiative transition and autoionization probabilities. For the aluminum lines we studied, the lower ground term levels are negligibly narrow; hence, the width of each transition is the width of its upper level. The total width y® is
i<j where yf uio is the autoionizing width, and A Jt is the Einstein ^-coefficient for the transition j->i. The only transitions of the 3/? 2 2 P term to lower bound states are to the levels of the ground term (Eriksson and Eisberg 1962) . Consequently, we can calculate 'Z i< jA ji directly from the /-values measured in this experiment. In Table  2 we give 'Z l<j A ji and Y y auto calculated from equation (11). We conclude that autoionization is the dominant decay channel for both the levels of 3/? 2 2 P.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOLAR SPECTRUM
AT 176 NM The occurrence of this very strong multiplet in the VUV portion of the spectrum suggests that these Al i features may provide useful diagnostic information regarding the solar chromosphere and, in particular, the solar temperature minimum. We therefore incorporated our results for the oscillator strengths and line widths of the Al i autoionizing multiplet centered at 176.6 nm into the spectral synthesis programs of Kurucz (Kurucz 1980) , using the most recent solar model, model "C," of Vemazza, Avrett, and Loeser (1981) and assuming the solar abundances tabulated by Kurucz (1979) . The calculation produced the specific intensity as a function of wavelength at a solar disk position of cos 0=0.73 for comparison to the NRL rocket-borne observations of Moe et al (1976) . Five spectra are shown in Figure 2 . In the top panel we isolate the contribution to the solar spectrum attributable to the Al i autoionizing lines, calculated in non-LTE. Emission cores in the A1 lines are evident and are strongly sensitive to the structure of the solar model. The middle panel shows the inclusion of Ca I, C I, and Si i, also calculated in non-LTE, into the spectral synthesis. The Si i lines centered about 176.6 nm have masked the diagnostic information present in the nearby Al i features but leave the Al i features at 176.3 and 176.9 nm unaffected. In the bottom panel we add, in LTE, the atomic lines and the Unes of CO and SiO for which /-values have been measured or computed between all known energy levels. These additional lines do not affect the cores of the Al i features. We also show, as a dotted line, the result of the synthetic spectrum convolved with a 0.01 nm Gaussian instrumental profile and therefore degraded in resolution. This degraded spectrum can then be compared to the rocket observations of Moe etal (1976) shown as the lowest Hne. In each panel the sohd line near the top, slanted upwards from blue to red, represents the calculated continuum level.
In Figure 2 we find reasonable agreement between the degraded calculated spectrum, feature for feature, and the observed NRL spectrum. In particular there is evidence that the Al i features are present, although detail in the Hne cores is lost. The difference in the specific intensity, particularly outside the absorption Hne centers, between the calculated spectrum and the NRL measured spectrum is approximately a factor of 2.3, indicating that our calculations are incomplete perhaps because of missing Hnes and contributions to Hne wings and possibly missing continuum opacity. Dragon and Mutschlecner (1980) and Samain (1980) have also reported a difference between the calculated and the measured spectrum in this region. A spectral synthesis incorporating transitions between all predicted (Kurucz and Peytremann 1975) as well as all known energy levels for the elements and molecules indicated above was also performed. The increased opacity which resulted improved, but did not make perfect, the agreement between the mean level of the calculated and the observed spectrum. We also investigated what effect increasing this A1 abundance would have and found that an increase of a factor of 3 produced only a 25% reduction in No. 3, 1981 OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS OF AL i 1207 Fig. 2 .-Specific intensity I x versus wavelength in the region 176.25 to 176.95 nm for the synthetic solar spectrum calculated from Vemazza, Avrett, and Loesser (1981) Solar Model "C" and Kurucz's spectral synthesis programs (see Kurucz 1980) . Calculations are for the solar disk position jn=cos 0=0.73 and the tabulated solar abundances of Kurucz (1979) . The top panel is the calculated contribution to this portion of the solar spectrum of the four Al i transitions 3p 2 P°-3p 2 2 P in non-LTE. The middle panel is the same calculation in non-LTE incorporating in addition known transitions between known energy levels of C i, Si i, and Ca i for this spectral region. In the bottom panel the added species, calculated in LTE, are A1 n, Cr i, Co n, Fe i and n, Mn n, Ni n, P i, Ti n, V n, CO, and SiO. The dotted Une ( • • •) is the calculated spectrum degraded with an instrumental width of 0.01 nm for comparison to the NRL rocket-borne observations (Moe et al. 1976) shown by the lowest line. In all three panels the continuum level is indicated by a slanting solid line near the top. Only those elements calculated in non-LTE have been identified by vertical marks in each panel. See § V for discussion.
the discrepancy between observation and calculation. However, of much greater influence is the abundance of CO and its opacity in this spectral region, and this abundance is sensitively tied to the structure of the solar temperature minimum.
We are hampered, therefore, in our ability to exploit the information potentially available in the absorption cores of the Al i features by lack of high spectral resolution observations in this region. It is hoped that proposed observational programs will provide these low noise and high spectral resolution (<0.003 nm) observations in the VUV in addition to high spatial resolution (Brueckner 1980) . Moreover, further experimental determinations of g/-values for atoms, ions, and molecules which radiate in this region, especially ions of the iron group, are needed to account for all the solar opacity sources. High resolution observations and a complete and reliable collection of the g/-values for transitions in the VUV solar spectrum should then permit an accurate description of the temperature minimum and a resolution of the problem of the sources of missing solar opacity.
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